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Purpose of Report / Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to provide members with a summary of the discussions that 
took place at the Motherwell Local Community Planning event held on Saturday 28th August 
2010 in Dalziel High School. 

Background 

Two Community Planning development events were held during 2009 the first in January at 
Gartlea Community Centre, Airdrie, and the second in June 2009 in the Civic Centre, 
Motherwell. 

It was resolved from these events that amongst a large number of significant outcomes the 
next step in the process would be to run localised events within each of the localities. To this 
end the Local Community Planning event for Motherwell took place at Dalziel High School on 
Saturday 28th August 201 0. 

The event was attended by local Council members, representatives from partners who serve 
on the Local Area Partnership and members of the Local Area Team. 

ProposalslConsiderations 

A summary of the discussions held at the event are included at Appendix 1 

The themes and issues raised in the discussions are to be considered further in the wider 
context of North Lanarkshire's Community Planning Structure and will be the subject of a 
further report to a future meeting of the Local Area Partnership. 

Recommendations 

It is recommended that the Committee: 

(i) Note the contents of this report. 

Maureen McConachie 
Head of Regeneration Services 
Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please 
contact Jonathan Smith, tel: (01698) 403729 (7 October 201 0) 
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Appendix 1 

MOTHERWELL & DISTRICT LOCAL AREA PARTNERSHIP 
Local Community Planning Event 
Saturday 28'h August 201 0, Dalziel High School 

Members of the Motherwell & District Local Area Partnership came together in a local 
community planning event to consider a number of questions around the structure of 
the partnership and how it could be made to work better with particular reference to 
community engagement and the future of Motherwell Town Centre. 

Delegates were asked to consider the following questions: 

What improvements can be made to the Local Area Partnerships and how can 
you become more involved? 
What improvements can be made to the Local Area Teams and what can you 
bring to the agenda? 

e What are the key opportunities and challenges within the Community 
Engagement Agenda (in the context of the town centre)? 
How can we strengthen the relationship between the Local Area Partnerships, 
Local Area Teams and the Community Forum? 

The event was held as a consequence of previous community planning events held 
during 2009 and demonstrated the commitment to deliver the principles and 
advantages of community planning, and in particular our approach to partnership 
working, to our local communities. This was the fulfilment of a commitment from the 
previous events. 

Participants took part in two workshop sessions, one addressing ways of improving 
the Local Area Partnership, and the other looking at strengthening community 
engagement using Motherwell Town Centre as an example. 

The ideas and discussions from each of the workshops can be summarised as 
follows: 

Workshop 1 

How can we improve our Local Area Partnership? 

1. LAP Meetings 

Are the meetings held frequently enough to allow continuity and promote 
ongoing debate and a true sense of partnership? 

e Should the meetings be held in the mornings and are they inclusive enough 
taking into account attendance by members of the public? 

e Could the Chair be rotated to demonstrate commitment to partnership? 
(Constitutional and legal issues with this!). 

2. Local Area Partnership Agenda & Minutes 

e 

e 

LAP Agenda not broad enough 
It was agreed that minutes do not reflect discussion and reflect lack of debate. 
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There needs to be more narrative necessitating the abandonment of the 
‘Council Style’ of recording decisions 
There needs to be action points for officers and partners to take away and act 
upon. 

3. Action Planning 

How do we better reflect what people are doing to change the basic indicators 
in the Motherwell area? 
It was agreed the development of local Action Plans for the Local Area team 
was a good idea provided they were reported accurately to the LAP and 
where positive and productive. 

e The Action Plans should be linked to the Themes of the SOA which may allow 
the structure of LAP meetings to be organised in that way. 
The Action Plan should be ‘joined up’ and linked to all partners and inclusive 
of Motherwell Community Forum. 

4. Communities 

e How are our Communities linked into the LAP? 
How do we communicate and how is information disseminated? (Role of the 
Forum) 

5. Strategic v. Local 

There needs to be discrimination between service issues and partnership 
issues -the LAP needs to think more strategically in its local context. This is 
a reflection on the debate about Community Planning and SOA themes. 

6. Community Forum 

0 

e 

e 

e 

Forum to be tasked with increasing representation into areas where it is weak 
or ineffective. 
Notion that each of our nine distinct neighbourhoods should be represented 
within the forum 
Could LAP reports be co-ordinated to coincide with Forum meeting dates to 
allow them to consider responses before the LAP? 
Forum minutes should be circulated to partners and members 

7.  LAP - ‘Talking Shop’ 

e 

0 

0 

Perception that the LAP is a talking shop and not representative of the 
partnership locally. 
Reports go through ‘on the nod’ and there’s little debate 
There is a need to make partners feel equal 
Agreement on a ‘calendar of events’ or features for the LAP to provide greater 
emphasis for each meeting. 
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Workshop 2 

Community Engagement and the Town Centre 

Key objectives identified for the session were: 

How should we consult our communities on the issue of the Town Centre and 
‘Imagine Motherwell?’ 

What are the key opportunities and challenges in this area within the Community 
Engagement Agenda? 

Across both the workshop groups there were wide range of topic and themes 
addressed by the participants; these included the work undertaken on the town 
centre and engagement in 2008109 by the wider partnership and some very specific 
issues/gripes identified by participants in the workshops. 

In the midst of these divergent and often conflicting discussions were some clear 
common themes and issues that should and will influence the effective engagement 
on the town centre. 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

Identify who are the stakeholders in the town centre 
Acknowledge the unique position that Motherwell occupies with a town 
centre/focal point that is owned by a third party. 
Appreciate the (perception) of impact of Ravenscraig on Motherwell 
Clarify the boundaries of the town centre 
Be cognisant of the impact opportunities of the ‘Whole Town Strategies ‘ 
The role of the council and partners to lead regeneration -through agendas 
like service and people first. 
Need to establish a vision 
Clarify what Motherwell wants to be 
Look at the continuum of Motherwell’s history 
Impact role of the town centre champion 
Develop a vision statement 
Use the forum as a conduit into the wider communities and interests of 
Motherwell. 
Support the forum to undertake work that will inform the visioning process 
Address practical issues like parking and transport. 

The issues identified are reflective of the work undertaken previously by the forum 
and partners however the format of the day did not allow fuller exploration of the 
issues identified what the day did achieve was highlight that these broad brush 
issues are the ones that need to be further developed. 
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